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Professors leave
Fenton, no word of sale
folk’s English and mathematics

Melissa Hanson and computer science depart

Editor-in-Chief ments, toward the end of the

Amid rumors of the sale
of Suffolk’s Fenton building,
professors whose offices were
housed there have begun mov
ing out of the Derne Street
building, which is currently on
the market.
Though some professors
have said that Fenton has been
sold, Suffolk University Presi
dent James McCarthy has con
firmed that the building still
belongs to the university.
Faculty were notified they
would have to move out of
Fenton, which houses Suf

spring semester, according to
Quentin Miller, the chair of
the English department.
Fenton has been a uni
versity-owned building since
1975, but was put on the mar
ket with investment manage
ment and real estate company
Jones Lang Lasalle in January,
a move first reported by the
Boston Business Journal. The
city has assessed the building's
worth at just above $9 million.
Miller said the College of
Arts and Sciences Dean Ken-

See FENTONpage 2
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By Thalia Yunen, News Editor
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Fenton occupants are working in the midst of
packing this summer.

T

he weather was in the
60s on this sunny day when
a host of graduates and their
parents, amongst volunteers
and coordinators, celebrated
the achievements of under
graduate and graduate stu
dents alike on Sunday, May 18.
Suffolk University Law
School held its commencement
on Saturday, May 17 at 1 p.m.
at the Citi Performing Arts Wang Center.
There was some trepida
tion on behalf of students
and faculty over the contro
versy surrounding keynote
speaker
Abraham Foxman,
national director of the AntiDefamation League (ADL), and
his comments made on the Ar
menian Genocide. A petition
was started on Change.org by
the National Lawyers Guild
(NLG), a public-interested as
sociation made up of lawyers,
law students, paralegals, and
other related professions. In
a letter to Suffolk University
President James McCarthy,the
NLG claimed, “To have him

speak and then to bestow an
honorary Juris Doctor to him
when he blatantly supports
human rights for only a nar
rowly defined category, and
discriminates against others,
compounds insult to injury.”
The latent protest gave way to
articles published by The Bos
ton Globe.
Foxman addressed the is
sue in his speech, which con
tained themes such as freedom
and morality, by saying, “The
notion that individual courage
and individual responsibility
was central to combating evil
was a central part of my phi
losophy and that of the ADL.
Had there been people of cour
age to act in 1915 when the
Armenian genocide was taking
place, had there been interna
tional intervention when mas
sacres in Cambodia, Bosnia,
and the genocide in Rwanda
were happening, innocent
lives in great numbers could
have been saved,” according to

See GRAD page 4

Professors condemn post-tenure review,
President McCarthy won't budge
Melissa Hanson

Editor-in-Chief
After Suffolk University re
leased its faculty handbook in
April, many professors raised
concerns about a new practice
of post-tenure review and the
lack of peer review outlined in
the university’s plans.
Professors requested that
the handbook be revised to ad
dress these issues - most im
portantly the concern about
the chance of dismissal after
post-tenure review and the
lack of peer review in that pro
cess. In May, faculty voted 96
to 6 for a new handbook with
changes.
In an interview with The
Suffolk Journal on May 29,
Suffolk University President
James McCarthy said that no
changes were expected to the
handbook, and that professors
had a misunderstanding of

some of its guidelines.
“I think that there’s a broad
er movement in higher educa
tion for a greater amount of
accountability,” said McCarthy.
This brought upon the reason
to call for an more structured
review for professors after
they have achieved tenure, he
said. Currently, 246 professors
have tenure.
The review will be every
five years, McCarthy said, and
is much like the review pro
cess carried out by many other
institutions.
Typically, professors apply
for tenure after six or seven
years with the university.
The Boston Globe published
an article concerning the post
tenure review on April 24,
where McCarthy told a report
er that “Suffolk is not ending
tenure.”
The article sparked letters

See TENURE page 3
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MBTA fore hke set for July
Thalia Yunen
News Editor
The Massachusetts Depart
ment of Transportation, or
MassDOT, recently approved a
5 percent fare increase for the
Massachusetts Bay Transporta
tion Authority (MBTA), which
will go into effect July 1.
The increase in revenue will
go towards operating costs,
including, but not limited to,
subway countdown clocks, vid
eo cameras on buses, and hir
ing employees to operate new
and existing routes. Accord
ing to informative documents
released on MBTA’s website,
another new feature will be a
bus countdown clock at major
stations including Kenmore,
Maverick, Dudley, Ruggles,
Haymarket, Central Square,
and more.
Suffolk University is, and
always has been, a commuter
school. Its location in the heart
of Boston attracts many com
muters, many of whom will
have to shell out a few extra
dollars per month to pay their
fare. A standard monthly LinkPass that is now $70 will be
$75, according to the MBTA.
The largest increase will occur
on commuter rail passes for
those traveling to Zone 10, for
example, the path from South
Station to North Kingstown,
R.I. This increase will be $17.
Through a series of info
graphics and documents on
their website, the MBTA ex
plained their reasons behind
the fare increases, and opened
up the conversation to T rid
ers by holding public meetings
throughout Greater Boston.
Meeting locations, dates, and
times were noticeably adver
tised on their trains and buses,
in various languages. In total,
about 257 people responded
to the proposal by showing
up to the meetings, emailing,
calling, and/or writing letters.
About 68 percent of respond
ers were opposed to the in
crease, 7 percent supported it.

Photo by Flickr user Michael Day

Public reactions to MBTA fare hike
S8% oppose the increase
26% are neutral or want more Information
7% support the increase
and 26 percent were neutral,
or wanted more information.
Participants not only voiced
their support, or lack thereof,
of the proposed fare, they took
the opportunity to voice their
concerns on existing lines. In
a graph displaying the sum
mary of comments from public
hearings, one orange line rider
told the MBTA a concern was
“with raising fares [despite]
low quality of service currently
provided.” Another rider want
ed college students' fare prices
to be equal to those payed by

BPS students, which are lower.
Students and elders will not
have to dig deeper into their
pockets. Fare for The Ride, a
door-to-door transit service,
will not change. Students will
be eligible to receive a student
pass for $26, a $2 discount
from the current cost of a sev
en-day pass.
A discount MBTA program
is also available for students to
buy before each semester. This
pass may not be convenient for
students who cannot shell out
$267 (for a standard LinkPass

through Suffolk University) be
fore‘July 30 of this summer. By
purchasing the pass before the
semester starts, students save
$33 over the course of three
to four months. However, if a
student happens to lose their
$267 card, it cannot be re
placed. They will have to pur
chase another monthly pass.
Fares last increased in July
2012 by 23 percent. Last year,
MassLive reported that the
Massachusetts Senate voted to
increase the minimum wage
from $8 to $11 per year for the

next three years. Although this
increase in minimum wage
will help the thousands of peo
ple working full-time and liv
ing below the poverty level, if
a fixed monthly expense such
as an MBTA pass keeps rising,
along with other basic neces
sities like the cost of food sta
ples and other goods, it raises
the question of whether or
not minimum wage will help
certain residents of Massachu
setts rise above poverty.
The fare increase is pre
dicted to bring in between $20
and $24.5 million in additional
revenue for the MBTA. Chief
Financial Officer Jonathan Da
vis was quoted in an article by
State House News Service as
saying, “WeTl actually pay off
more debt than we’ll issue in
the next five years.”
As for the future of the T,
he said there is a “long-term
strategy” to remove cash from
the system, and a shorter-term
goal of repairing fare boxes.

A mess accumulates in Fenton as departments prepare to move
From FENTON page 1
neth Greenberg notified
professors of the need to relo
cate via email.
On a Wednesday after
noon in late May, Miller sifted
through stacks of papers, files,
and a collection of books that
piled up over 15 years as he
prepared to move to 73 Tremont. The two departments in
Fenton will relocate to the
eighth floor “for the foresee
able future,” Miller said.
“Fenton is a kind of charm
ing building in a great loca

tion,” said Miller, reminiscing
of his walks through the histor
ic Beacon Hill neighborhood.
However, he said he is excited
to move to 73 Tremont, which
will allow professors to be geo
graphically closer to other uni
versity departments.
“It’s a difficult process, but
it’s a healthy one,” Miller said
of moving.
Classes that were sched
uled to be in Fenton have been
moved to other buildings, ac
cording to McCarthy.

Edith Cook, the chair of the
mathematics and computer
science department, said pro
fessors and staff have not yet
moved out of the building, but
will be settled in 73 Tremont
by July 1.
“Seventy-three Tremont is
a newer building than Fen
ton,” said Cook. “I don’t think
there’s anybody who’s upset to
be moving.”
Though she does not re
member who first notified her
that the department would

have to relocate to 73 Trem
ont, she said “at some point
we did get an email from Dean
Greenberg that said we would
be moving.”
The math department is
currently on two floors of
Fenton, and Cook is excited
to have all the staff members
connected on one floor in 73
Tremont.
Cook and Miller have been
seeing extra traffic in Fenton
the last few months - both said
they speculate that representa

tives of JLL have been taking
potential buyers through tours
of the building.
Miller remembers “parades
of guys in suits walking around
measuring” the building.
“I got the sense that there
was a sale in process,” said
Cook of the visitors. “There are
certainly rumors that there’s a
buyer and a sale in process.”
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Marisa Kelly appointed new sentor vice president
for academic
and provost
"I am very excited for the
opportunity to be at an institution
that is truly engaged in the city."

Haley Peabody
Arts Editor
Suffolk University President
James McCarthy has appointed
Marisa Kelly as the university’s
new senior vice president for
academic affairs and provost.
Kelly will assume her position
on Aug. 1.
“She will play an important
role in a distinguished Suffolk
University leadership team
working to support the real
ization of the university’s stra
tegic plan and its mission of
empowering graduates to suc
ceed,” said President McCarthy
in a statement.
Kelly, who for the past
three years has worked as the
provost and vice president of
educational affairs at Ithaca
College in New York, said she
is, “very excited for the op
portunity to be at an institu
tion that is truly engaged in
the city.” She added that she is
“delighted to be making Bos
ton [her] new home.”
Kelly, who has a back
ground in political science and
government, has also held the
position as the dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences at
the University of St. Thomas in
Minnesota.
As senior vice president for
academic affairs and provost,
she will be responsible for
overseeing the deans of the
College of Arts and Sciences,
Sawyer Business School, and
Suffolk Law School. Kelly will,
also be in charge of the vice

-Marisa Kelly

Photo courtesy of Marisa Kelly

Kelly will begin her new job, which calls
for her to oversee deans of the
university's three schools, on Aug. 1.

president of enrollment, han
dling tenure reviews and pro
motions, as well as ensuring
the quality of the residence
halls and helping to further
engage the university with the
city of Boston.
“I look forward to work
ing with Suffolk’s outstanding
faculty and administration to
provide students with an en
riching educational experience
that broadens their horizons
while preparing them for per
sonal and professional suc
cess,” said Kelly.
Although her position does
not place an emphasis on stu
dent interaction, Kelly says
that she intends to make her
self readily available to stu
dents who wish to contact
her. She says she has already
established a relationship with
Suffolk’s Student Government
Association and values student
perspectives, because they al
low her to be better positioned
to work with her team to make
sure they are doing their best.
While at Ithaca College,
Kelly’s primary responsibility
was to enact the IC 20/20 pro
gram that was established the
year before she began there.
The program was designed to

reshape the college’s curricu
lum while further integrating
students into their majors and
degree programs. This pro
gram helped to ensure that
students took something valu
able away from every aspect of
the college that they took part
in, whether it was academic or
extracurricular.
Although Kelly has not es
tablished any concrete plans as
to what she would like to work
on at Suffolk, she stressed an
emphasis on working collaboratively with every facet of the
university. She says that she
hopes to help “advance Suf
folk to the next level of excel
lence.”
Kelly’s position as provost
entails various responsibili
ties throughout the university,
although overall, she said her
primary goal is to “ensure that
we are providing students at
every level the tools they need
to create success over the
course of their careers.”
President McCarthy called
her a “strong academic leader
with impeccable credentials
and keen insight.” Suffolk stu
dents will look to Kelly for aid
in achieving personal and aca
demic success.

Some believe post-tenure review w9l bring accountability, others fear job termination
From TENURE page 1
to the editor from two Suf
folk professors: John C. Berg
and David G. Tuerck, of the
government and economics
departments respectively.
Berg has been a professor
at Suffolk for 40 years and has
had tenure since 1982. Only
one thing has changed in the
practice of tenure since he was
awarded - Suffolk has since in
stituted what Berg called the
“up and out move,” meaning if
a professor is not awarded ten
ure after applying, he or she
must leave the university by
the end of the next academic
year.
Berg said Suffolk has “al
ways had post-tenure review”
but that administration is
“changing the procedure.” In
previous years tenured profes
sors were reviewed annually
by their department chairs, he
said, but now reviews will be
carried out every five years by
deans and the provost, as out
lined in the handbook.
“Normally the assumption

“My sentiment is that every
teacher should be held account
able whether they’re tenured or
not."
-Hilary Wenzel, Suffolk University
’12
is the tenured people are go
ing to stay tenured,” said Berg,
who described the reviews as
“a cumbersome process.”
“It’s a lot of work that isn’t
necessarily required,” he said.
“Its going to be a lot of work
for whoever does the review
ing as well.”
Though it will be extra
work, McCarthy told the Jour
nal it is necessary due to the
changing world of higher edu
cation.
“Parents and students and
donors and the government

want us to be able to demon
strate that we’re accountable,
so, we have to do that,” he
said.
One of the largest com
plaints concerning the hand
book and post-tenure review
was the lack of peer review.
“Almost everything the fac
ulty said was completely ig
nored,” according to Berg, who
like other professors believes
peers should be involved.
McCarthy said an aspect of
peer review will be in the mak
ing of the handbooks specific

for the College of Arts and Sci
ences and the Sawyer Business
School.
“To characterize this as
‘there’s no peer review,’ that’s
just not accurate,” said McCar
thy. “It ought to be the case
that post-tenure review has a
parallel set of peer reviewed
elements, there’s no peer lev
el review because this is the
set of university policies, not
school policies.”
Another major complaint
from professors was the fear
their jobs could be termi
nated if they were marked as
not meeting or only partially
meeting expectations of the
administration.
McCarthy stressed that
this will not be the case - the
chance that faculty will have
to terminate a professor will
be “very rare.” Though, in a
rare case, it is a possibility.
“Tenure has never been a
guarantee of employment re
gardless of what you do. There
has always been the possibil

ity that a tenured professor
could be dismissed,” he said.
“My take is that they’re con
cerned that this might lead to
a broadening of the conditions
that might lead to faculty be-'
ing dismissed. Thats not my
concern because I don’t see it
as that.”
For professors who are go
ing above their expectations,
McCarthy said there could be
the opportunity of a pay raise.
“All of course subject to
budget in a given year,” he
quipped.
After seeing the Globe ar
ticle on post-tenure review,
Hilary Wenzel, who graduated
in 2012 with a degree in jour
nalism and now lives on Cape
Cod, spoke out to the Journal
in support of the new proce
dures.
“My sentiment is that ev
ery teacher should be held ac
countable whether they’re ten
ured or not,” said Wenzel. “I
think that’s a step in the right
direction.”
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Speakers send humorous but meaningful messages to grads
From GRAD page 1

P

a statement from Suffolk
University.
The Sawyer Business School
and College of Arts and Sciimces held their separate com
mencements at the Blue Hills
Bank Pavilion. On Sunday,
guests filled the 5,000 seat
amphitheater, and took their
places to see the graduates
and commencement speakers.
Commencement speakers
for Sawyer Business School
ciid College of Arts and Sci
ences both gave humorous, in
sightful, and thought-provok
ing speeches. SBS speaker and
CEO of State Street, Joseph
^looley, discussed the digital
evolution. He mentioned the
digital revolution as disruptng every single industry - but
lot for the worst.
“Companies
that
once
seemed to have invincible
market leadership positions
are being threatened by com
petitors that just a few years
ago weren’t even on their ra
dar screens.” He noted that
iTunes, Google and Netflix
have “disruptive business mod
els,” business models which
every company, employee, and
student should be focusing on.
He urged students and work
ers to contribute to the “dis
ruptive and creative business
environment.” He also encour
aged folks to not be consumed
by data and to take time to
enhance their personal rela
tionships, which cannot be re

placed with technology.
Likewise, President and
CEO of Boston Medical Center,
Kate Walsh, encouraged stu
dents to “be the person who
arranges birthday dinners and
pickup basketball games. Show
up, help clean up, look up and
smile.” She also added, “Your
life is not your phone screen,”
and was met with a round of
applause and cheering from
the audience.
Walsh also cited having an
imagination as being impor
tant to improving the environ
ment as your job. She credited
Suffolk students and faculty
as having an overall practical,
multidisciplinary and entre
preneurial spirit.
Class greetings were made
by Tara Sedlak and Rachel Mosesso for the Sawyer Business
School and Reycine Thomas of
the College of Arts and Scienc
es. All of the students shared
stories on their path to gradu
ation. Thomas, whose speech
centered around breaking out
of ones comfort zone, stepped
out of her own comfort zone
by step-dancing on stage.
The marketing and commu
nications office put together
touching testimonials made
by Suffolk students of diverse
backgrounds thanking those
who have helped them gradu
ate. In most cases, it was their
parents.
The late Sam G. Berns was
awarded a posthumous honor-

Photo by Sam Humphrey

Suffolk's Rampage! Show Choir performing at the event.

"Be the person who arranges birthday dinners and
pickup basketball games. Show up, clean up, look
up and smile."
-CEO Boston Medical Center, Kate Walsh
ary Doctor of Humane Letters
degree for his courage in battling progeria, a rare genetic
disorder that made him age
prematurely. He was a junior
at Foxborough High School at

the time of his death, and was
the subject of the HBO film,
“Life According to Sam.” His
mother and father were present to accept his award,
The overall theme of the day

was benevolence, and through
commencement
speakers,
graduates, family, friends and
more, that was evident.

20 Somerset to grow
significantly over summer
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As the construction of Suffolk’s 20 Somerset building continues,
Gordon King, the director of facilities and planning, said the
lowest floor slab has just been poured. A crane also recently
arrived at the site. “By the end of summer we should see the
new building coming up above the ground,” said King. Twenty
Somerset is set to open in fall 2015.
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Man-made borders and bullets that slip through:
A reflection from a Mexican-American student
is home to the Sinaloa Cartel,

Daniella Marrero one of most powerful drug and
International Editor crime syndicates in the world.
. Borders are made to
divide things and to control
things. There are also natural
boundaries, such as mountains
and oceans, that centuries ago
kept our ancestors in different
regions separated from each
other until we invented ways
to climb, float, and fly beyond
our mere human abilities.
But the division of property
became an essential part of our
civilization as we know it, and
our rivers and nature could
not satisfy the heavy need to
have clear separation between
my property and yours, your
people and mine. At the U.S.
and Mexico border, lines have
been shifted, leaving people
from one side forced onto the
other for centuries by claims
of territory supported by
military victories. This creates
deep divisions between two
governments, two peoples and
two histories.
The
Department
of
Homaland Security struggles
to enforce the 1,954 mile
Mexican-American
border.
While only a river that even
the
most
inexperienced
swimmer can cross without
much struggle separates the
two countries, it has always
stunned me how much of a
difference a limited steel fence
can make when determining
the lives of the people that
live on either side. Perhaps
man-made borders are some
of the most powerful things
in our world, as they have
the ability to end the practice
of constitutions and power
of governments. But not
everything can be kept from
seeping through its cracks and
from creating unbreakable ties
between the two sides.
Having grown up in
Mission, a city in South Texas,
the border never seemed like
a big deal or something to be
feared. My family would cross
it weekly to visit relatives, shop
or dine in Mexico. Those trips
came to an abrupt end around
2010 when the violence in
our neighboring country grew
too chaotic for our comfort,
and the chaos has seemed to
increase at an unbelievable
rate ever since. The same cities
that were casual vacation spots
became as dangerous as war
zones. Suddenly the MexicanAmerican border no longer
divided two governments,
rather one country that
is dubbed - "the land of
opportunity” and another that

Life and death, if you will.
According to the New York
Times, a total of 47,515 people
that been "killed in drug
related violence" in a span of
six years. Imagine experiencing
September 11 yearly. How
about two brothers bombing
innocent civillians at events
and gatherings every day? I
am not one to say that because
there are more tragedies
happening in one place that we
should undermine the lesser
ones, but I have a conflict with
the unequal and unbalanced
share of international, media,
and philanthropic attention
between the two. Is it because
one country will fall from its
position of power and prestige
while the other one will
simply join its Latin American
neighbors in the violence? Is it
to keep the status-quo?
According to a 2013 Business
Insider article, 19 of the top
20 most dangerous cities of
the world are in Latin America
(17th place was New Orleans),
and six are in Mexico, with
Acapulco ranked second place.
Two of the Mexican cities
featured in the article, Nuevo
Laredo and Juarez, lie directly
on the border. In 2010, The
New York Times reported that
civilian deaths from violence
in Venezuela were almost four
times as high as those in Iraq.
And yet, the U.S. government’s
efforts are often centered in
regions that are half a world
away, as almost our entire
hemisphere suffers from the
greatest violence.
One of the biggest hubs
of violence against women in
Mexico are for those who work
in maquiladoras, or factories,
that are commonly placed
along the border for easier
trade. As Ed Vulliamy, author
of Amexica: War Along the
Borderline, describes, many
of these women leave their
homes before the sun rises and
return at night, leaving them
in vulnerable situations to be
kidnapped, raped, and to never
deserve a solved investigation
from the Mexican authorities.
Although in the U.S. women
do not live free of these fears,
it is insane to think how much
safer one can feel living on
“this side” of that border.
I have been to houses that
are less than two miles away
from the Rio Grande, a short
five minute drive, a walk that
is comparable to my walk
between the residence hall
at Suffolk and my classes
throughout the day. There are

Monument seen en route to the border city of
Nuevo Progreso, Mexico.
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Photos by David Alvarado

Mexican children asking for help from citizens walking into
Mexico along the international bridge.
women, many my age, who
live in fear for their lives just
that small distance from my
hometown, who walk to work
to earn inhumanely low wages
making electronics, clothing,
and other luxuries for the
U.S. These women, and some
men, of course, are making
these material things that are
such an essential part of that
“American Dream” but, to
many, a Mexican Nightmare.
My luxuries and comforts are
someone else’s involuntary
sacrifices, someone else’s hell,
and only a man defined border
separates us. My people,
forgive me.
This leads me to call for
certain things.
I call for a reevaluation of

the things the U.S. government
promotes domestically, such as
with issues of gun control and
legalization of certain drugs,
but condemns in foreign
territories. When, as a country,
you are the biggest source
of customers for the longfought drug war, a hypocritical
approach is meaningless and a
crime against the rights of our
Mexican people.
I advocate for the awareness
that a tragedy in one place
perpetuates violence in all
others, and if measured by
proximity, the U.S. is in great
danger.
Lastly, I call for a collective
consciousness that we cannot
close ourselves to the pain that
other beings are experiencing

for the sake of an imperfect
sensation of peace in our own
homes. We can persuade and
fool our living citizens, but not
those who have been killed by
this violence. Call this out of
our league, but I am a firm
believer that before we can
experience a social change,
an internal revolution in the
minds and souls of our citizens
must take place.
As Americans, we should
value our lives, our material
things, and the laws and
liberties that allow us to
keep them, and remember
that borders can separate
our constitutions, but they
will never separate our
consciousness.

i
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Culture clash creates rorbidden love for teens
Annie Walsh
Asst. Arts Editor

What do tales such as
Shakespeare’s Romeo and
Juliet or Othello have in
common? They share a kind of
forbidden love that rips apart
a family and the lives that
intermingle within the bounds
of such a dangerous sensation.
Luckily, the tales of forbidden
love primarily derive from
classics. In modern society,
and especially in America,
most relationships are built on
the foundation that one can
choose to love whomever they
please.
Not for Owen and his
girlfriend Hannah, who are in a
relationship forbidden by their
cultures. Owen and Hannah,
who requested to only be
identified by their first names
due to the nature of their
relationship, are forbidden by
the religious restrictions of
Hannah’s family. Both grew
up in Surrey, England with
similar childhoods and similar
educations. But Hannah grew
up in a Muslim household,
which affected her ability to
date entirely.
“Blanket rule, no dating
at all,” said Hannah in an
interview
conducted
in
England on May 10. We met
as students at Royal Holloway,
the only place where Hannah
and Owen could be together
freely.
Hannah’s
parents
enforced a rule of no dating
under any circumstances until
she was no longer under their

1993

Photo courtesy of Owen

Hannah's parents forbid her from dating Owen,
forcing the couple to meet in secret and deny their
love.
roof and could support herself
on her own.
“It felt like I had to choose,
and that I wasn’t allowed
to make my own decisions
by complying with the rules
that my parents had voiced,”
Hannah said. “There came a
point when I just thought this
is my decision. If they find out.
I’ll just have to deal with it.”
Owen and Hannah met in

an English youth orchestra in
the spring of 2013 and have
been secretly dating ever
since. He was a senior in high
school while she was a junior.
Owen headed off to
University in Egham as
Hannah was still finishing her
senior year of high school, but
they decided to continue their
relationship. She traveled 40
minutes to the university to

see him as often as she could.
“I was not able to tell [my
parents] from the beginning.”
Hannah said. “Living so far
away and seeing each other
was extremely difficult as well.
I used to have to — well, I still
do — make up excuses for
leaving the house, get friends
on board to cover the story.”
A
close
group
of
friends know of their illicit
relationship. However, it is
difficult for Owen and Hannah
to explain that they need to
be extremely careful with this
secret for fear of retribution
from Hannah’s parents.
Yet, in a relationship as
serious as Owen and Hannah
suggested theirs to be, it was
inevitable that they would not
be found out at least once.
“Once I was slightly
careless,” Hannah said, “and
we got caught Skyping, and
text messages were read, and
it was not pretty.”
Hannah’s parents demanded
to see their conversations,
changed Hannah’s Facebook
and Skype account passwords,
and deleted information to
keep her from contacting
Owen. An innocent Skype
date with someone that could
have simply been just a friend
had backfired on Hannah.
Her parents banned her from
speaking to Owen entirely
though they were unaware that
the extent of their relationship
had developed into love.
However,
the
opposition
would not keep Owen and
Hannah apart. She created all
new social media accounts
and had memorized Owen’s
number to ensure they could
continue their relationship in

secret. She is thankful that
technology allows her and
Owen to easily connect, a task
that would be impossible in the
era of Shakespeare’s forbidden
lovers.
Hannah’s parents value
“old
fashioned
courting,”
which follows the process of
an arranged meeting with
free choice of a suitor. This
is similar to, but not quite,
an arranged marriage due to
the fact that her mother was
raised in an English household
and converted to Islam.
“There is a compromise
when it comes to arranged
marriage in that sense within
the religious rules,” Hannah
explains.
Hannah’s father is Iraqi
but was brought up in an
extremely regimented Muslim
household. When asked if
Hannah identifies with the
Muslim religion or merely
practices it to honor her
parent’s wishes she said, “It’s
hard when you grow up with it
and it’s all you’ve ever known,
but for me it’s about the values
more than the rules. For me,
religiously, I can appreciate
that it’s okay for a man and
woman to fall in love, and it’s
meant to be pleasurable for
people. It’s meant to happen.”
What does the future
hold for Owen and Hannah’s
relationship? Hannah hopes
that time will show their
commitment to one another.
“Given the circumstances,”
she said, “I’ve had to bend the
religious rule slightly. But if
we can prove our commitment
to my parents, then they
should have less reason to
argue against it.”

Suffolk's internationsi student population in 2013
The following graph displays the top five countries sending students to Suffolk University
accoring to data from fall 2013. For in-depth breakdowns of all international students and
interactive charts, scan the OR reader on the right.
Top 5 sending countries of interr»8tlefi»i student to Suffolk Unk>e«i^ fFsli 2013}
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1. India

L

Amid protests from locals, the Indian police is seraching for
men responsible for the rape and murder of two teen girls,
according to The New York Times. The group pushing for the
investigation of this crime believes that it was committed as a
hate-crime to their caste.

2. Ukraine
Pentagon officials have announced that Russia has withdrawn
a majority of their troops in Ukraine, The New York Times
reported. However, some troops still remain, and Defense Sec
retary Chuck Hagel said the job will not be completed "until all
their troops that they positioned along the border are gone,"
according to NYT.

3. Ecuador
A warrant for the arrst of former president of Ecuador Jamil
Mahuad has been issued by Interpol, according to BBC. Mahuad is accused of commiting fraud in banks to protect bank
ers who associated with him.

Suffolk abroad: Spain and England
Amy Kerr, class of ’16
London, England

Pooja Mansukhani, class of ’18
Madrid, Spain
"My time in Spain was a
learning experience like
none I have had before.
Suffolk Madrid professors
are incredibly talented and
I took a lot away from the
classroom this semester.
Exploring places like Bar
celona, Sevilla, and Lon
don taught me far more
about the world than any
textbook ever could and I
enthusiastically await the
start of next semester in
Madrid and look forward
to continuing my quest to
understand the world."
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"I don't think I'll forget the first time I saw Big Ben. That was
really a sign that I had done it. I had ventured out into the
world on my own, and I was seeing everything there was to
be seen. I found that it was also really important to have a
great school experience, because even when you go out on
your own and are learning, it’s going to be your teachers and
classmates that are going to be your window into the cul
ture of where ever you are studying. Start traveling because
these are the experiences that you want to get now because
you will treasure them forever."

ARTS & EnTERTAmmENT
PAGES
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Fashion, art, and dance:
An insider's look at the arts across the pond
Annie Walsh
Asst. Arts Editor

One of my greatest
intentions while studying
abroad was to receive a
meaningful engagement with
MKA
the host culture. Upon my
"Overrated"
arrival to Britain, I thought:
This has been one of my
what
better way to achieve
FAVORITE SONGS FOR TWO
this
than
to indulge in the
SUMMERS IN A row!
aspects
of
British culture
-Haley P.
through fashion, museum art,
and dance?
The first art form I dove
into was a fashion show
held by Royal Holloway
University to raise money for
a local hospital in the United
Kingdom. The managerial
and creative team decided to
raise money for Great Ormond
Street Hospital. The team
held auditions for models and
decided on a theme for the
Kenity Chesney
show: “Capture.” It featured
"Summertime"
movie-inspired
outfits that
When I hear this song, I
British
films such
included
KNOW it's time to relax!
as
The
Great
Escape,
and I got
-SamH.
a part walking as a model in a
section of the show.
Of course, in order to be
familiar with the characterinspired outfits, I watched the
films that inspired it. Once
they had created the team
of models, stylists, buyers,
and make-up artists, they
began the exciting process of
creating outfits inspired by the
films. Each outfit was designed
Princess Nokia
by a fashion student of the
"Metallic Butterfly"
university and therefore, had
- Thalia Y.
a touch of British culture. I
learned a lot from the designers
about what is currently in
style when it comes to British
fashion, something that I had
no knowledge of or experience
with.
Not only did the models
have the job of walking
down the runway, but they
were also required to do a
bit of fundraising. Some of
the Capture Fashion Show
team went down to Egham to
SlA
fundraise for this year’s show
"Chandelier"
at Egham’s Night Market and
- AnnieW
sold a range of homemade
gifts such as bunting, heart
OASON
O decorations and decorated
pegs, all of which were made
by the show’s director, Emily
Green, and her family. I
truly felt immersed in the
British culture when we were
i
M
fundraising because I was
selling homemade artifacts to
British locals. Between the art
of designing British fashion
and homemade goods, I was
Jason Derulo
able to compare the culture
"Talk Dirty"
with my own and learn a lot
I actually hate this song
about fashion here in the
BUT I CANT STOP SINGING IT.
United Kingdom.
- DandellaM.
My next conquest was to
participate in a dance class.

Photo by NJKholeeq Photography

Models walked the runway in Britain.

When I went to sign up for
a class I was informed that
the organization was looking
for volunteers to travel to a
local town to teach children
an elementary level of dance.
As a former dance teacher,
I was thrilled to accompany
the British dance teachers
and learn about their styles of
teaching dance and expression
to children.
The British instructors
began the class with a warm
up to none other than a
One Direction song, and the
children went crazy with
happiness. We continued the
class with traditional stretches
to warm up and some “across
the floor” exercises. The
structure of the class was very
similar to that of an Americanlead dance class.
When it came to the
choreography however, it
was vastly different. There
were several different types
of moves such as a quick step
with peculiar bounces and a
hip thrust. In a way, it could
have been similar to the typical
American hip hop children’s
routine, but it had a slightly
different style for the type of
culture who created it.
Nevertheless,
it
was
extremely thrilling to be in a
British town, amongst British
dancers, helping teach the
fundamentals of dance.
Next, I stumbled upon
a Museum in Oxford that
tied together the themes of
art in contemporary British
culture, and the similar
aspects that unify the world
we live in. Founded in 1683,
the Ashmolean Museum is
Britain’s
oldest
museum.

Photo by Annie Walsh

Above: The Ashmolean Museum.
Below: A model in the fashion show.
The collections are displayed
under the theme “Crossing
culture, crossing time.” This
angle possesses a proposition
that cultures interact with and
influence one another across
time and geography. By looking
at artifacts in the collection
this way, the museum aims
to both inform and challenge,
while presenting new ideas
and questions about the
people and cultures whose art
and history are on display.
Keeping this idea in mind, I
began to connect some strong
similarities between American
and British culture and found
an overwhelming amount of
parallels. As history shows,
many Americans came from
England, and therefore, many
traditions were upheld that
connect the cultures such as
fashions, theater, and even
dance.

Photo by rickphotography
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Acting Out gears up for 15th orientatton
Haley Peabody
Arts Editor

As incoming freshman
and orientation leaders fill
the Miller Residence Hall and
^ orientation sessions begin,
one student group has been
working to put on a show for
Suffolk’s summer community.
Acting Out, Suffolk’s peer
education theatre group, has
been rehearsing for the past
several weeks to perform
skits that incite laughter and
give advice as the cast takes
incoming students through a
“typical Thursday night’’ and
other real life situations that
students may encounter during
their first year of college.
The group aims to not
only introduce new students
to some of the programs that
the Performing Arts Office
directs, but to also give them
useful tips, based on real life
experiences, about the best
way to handle situations they
may soon encounter.
Kristin Baker, the director
of the PAO and Acting Out
has written many of the
skits, but left some writing
to cast members who wrote
independently or co-wrote
skits and monologues with

Photo courfsey Suffolk University

A former Acting Out crew poses outside of the C. Walsh Theatre.

Baker to contribute real life
perspectives to situations that
the ^.incoming students will
see. Cast members are also
invited to perform original

monologues that they feel
can add to the skits and help
educate their peers.
“You get a lot of information
thrown at you by professors.

SUPD, and the finance
department, but Acting Out is
by students," said Julia Lorello,
a sophomore cast member.
"It’s some facts, but more than
anything it’s us sharing our
very real experiences."
Although Acting Out is
coordinated by the PAO, Baker
and the entire cast work
closely with several other
offices on campus such as
Diversity Services, the dean of
students, and the Health and
Wellness Center to ensure that
a whole range of topics, from
sexual wellness to alcohol and
drug use, are covered in the
best way for students.
This year’s cast features
six undergraduate students,
although the PAO invites
students from all majors and
academic levels, including
graduate students and faculty,
to audition for the program.
Acting Out also requires no
previous on stage experience.
“It’s such a great way to get
started at performing. For
a lot of people it’s their first
time on stage and we think it’s
great,” said Baker.
In addition to welcoming
new cast members. Acting Out
will be introducing several
new skits and for the first time,
will be inviting the parents of
incoming students to stay and
watch the performance. The

hope with this is to “spark
whole new conversations,”
said Baker.
“We want the students to
be open, honest and aware
that college will be a big
shift and they might be faced
with things they’ve never
had to deal with before and
that’s okay,” said Amy Kerr,
a junior cast member. “There
are resources on campus and
things you can do for yourself
to make sure you’re having the
best experience while here at
Suffolk.”
Along with inviting parents
to take part in the experience.
Acting Out will also bring
back an interactive skit, an
approach that was introduced
last summer, where students
can use their smartphones
to text in answers to how
students should respond to
different real life scenarios,
which the cast will then act
out on stage.
Currently, Acting Out is
strictly a summer program,
where the cast is assembled
only for performances during
the June and August new
student orientations. Although
there are no formal plans in
the works, Baker said, “I would
love. to see Acting Out grow
in® a yeSrlbng troopr; ^althoughI think that would require
more student leadership.”

PAO announces shows for upcoming year
the Suffolk community, to

Annie Walsh get to know oneself, explore
Asst. Arts Editor creativity, develop new skills,
Regardless of a Suffolk
student’s experience on stage
or field of study, Suffolk
University’s Performing Arts
office provides opportunities
in the arts for all members of
Suffolk.
PAO is the community arts
center on campus, directed by
Kristin Baker and Associate
Director Kathy Maloney. The
office, faculty, and student
assistants are all passionate
about the performing arts and
putting on shows. They are
the support and backbone of
the student-run performing
arts groups as well as the
producers of several fall and
spring showcases.
PAO “strives to connect
Suffolk
to
the
greater
cultural world of Boston,” as
stated on its website. With
more than 10 different student
arts groups, and more to
come, the PAO is a great place
for incoming, students to get
their feet wet by joining a
club with a fun anb, rewarding
atmosphere.
'
."'
"The performing arts are
a great way to connect with

make friends, and have fun”
states the PAO mission. “The
belief that the arts have
something to offer everyone
- novice to expert, performer,
techie, designer, audience
member - is at the heart of
what we do in the Performing
Arts Office.”
The office has a wellknown reputation of being
tremendously welcoming and
open to all who have an interest
in joining, even if they may
have some reservations about
auditioning. PAO encourages
students to get involved in the
arts community both at Suffolk
and in Boston. InstaRam SU,
The Musicians’ Network, and
the Popular Ticket Series are
a few of the PAO’s community
outreach groups through
which students can find
various opportunities.
PAO
hosts
several
community events throughout
the year, giving undergraduate
and graduate students, as well
as faculty, the opportunity to
come together and enjoy the
arts. There are a number of
new shows to look forward
to and be a part of during the
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Photo courtsey of PAO’S Facebook

WICKED Dance Crew Preforms at their "Throwback Thursday" Competition.
Coming next from PAO: the 40th fall Fest Variety Show,
the Dinner Theathre Murder Mystery, and "Spring Awakening."
2014-2015 year.
This fall is the 40th
anniversary of the popular Fall
Fest Variety Show. Students
are encouraged to audition
to be part of the ensemble or
perform independent acts of
their choice. There is also the
annual Dinner Theater Murder
Mystery that encompasses a
different theme of murder
each year.
The show allows for the

audience to solve a unique
mystery as they indulge in
a delicious meal. This year’s
theme, "Star Trek Murder
Mystery," is certainly a favorite
theme of sci-fi fans, but is also
enjoyable for anyone. Whether
you want to be a part of the
show or just watch, this is one
performance you will not want
to miss in the fall.
This spring, the PAO is
proud to present a main stage

production of the musical,
“Spring Awakening” which
will premiere in February.
All of these productions will
have open auditions this fall
semester.
Signups and information
sheets for all of the groups
at PAO as well as upcoming
productions are available in
the Performing Arts Office
located in Donahue building,
room 409.
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New Coldplay album proves to be their least impressive release
Haley Peabody

Arts Editor

Cool, soprano notes and
choral voices slowly come to
life in the opening measures
of the first track on Coldplay’s
newest album, Ghost Stories.
The first track, “Always in
My Head”, then incorporates
the unique and mellow voice
of lead singer Chris Martin,
setting the tone for the album.
Over the past few years,
Coldplay’s sound has evolved,
as the band takes on a different
style with every new record.
Ghost Stories embodies a more
traditional Coldplay sound of
mellow piano, yet still veers off
into a very different direction,
remaining slow and mellow
throughout, and incorporating
innovative tools such as auto
tune.
This sixth studio album
strongly contrasts the style
that the band exhibited in
their last album, Mylo Xyloto,
which was released in 2012.
While Mylo Xyloto was fast
paced and captivating, “Ghost
Stories” takes a different
approach, releasing equally as
much emotion and creativity,
but in a somber and symphonic
way. In comparison to their
previous work. Ghost Stories
is a more modern, electronic
version of their debut album,
“Parachutes,”
which
was

Photo courtesy Parlophone Records

released in 1999.
As “Always in My Head”
fades out, the next track,
“Magic” abruptly comes to
life. The song, which the band
performed on Saturday Night
Live just prior to the album’s
release, has a catchy beat but
still embodies the mellow,
moody feel that remains
throughout the majority of the
album.
As “Magic” fades out

and “Ink” begins, the mood
changes with this upbeat
love song. The song is lively,
and Martin demonstrates the
loftiest reaches of his vocal
range. However, that energetic
tune is soon interrupted as the
next track, “True Love” begins.
Although this track also
maintains a strong, steady beat
throughout, the lyrics take on
a darker, heartbreaking tone
as Marin sings, “Just tell me

you love me/If you don’t, then
lie/Oh, lie to me.” As “True
Love” fades out, “Midnight”
immediately follows. This is
easily the least impressive
track on the album, with
gloomy, inaudibly auto tuned
lyrics that make for a repetitive
song.
Following “Midnight” is
“Another’s Arms” which feels
more like a filler track where
a listener can quickly lose

interest. Martin sings about
the loss of a companion and
the loneliness he feels without
them as he sings, “When the
pain just rips right through
me/Another’s arms, another’s
arms.”
The next track, “Oceans”
maintains the same lonely
lyrics that are heard in
“Another’s Arms.” As the
sound of church bells fades
out “Oceans” the beginning
melody of “A Sky Full of Stars”
begins. This song is the most
lively on the album, exhibiting
the bands famous piano tunes,
coupled with an electronic beat
that is lively and energetic as
Martin sings, “Cause in a sky,
cause in a sky full of stars/I
think I saw you.”
Finally, the album finishes
with the ninth track, “O,”
which slows down dramatically
from “A Sky Full of Stars” and
compares love to a “flock of
birds” as Martin plays romantic
piano chords.
Overall, the album makes
for an enjoyable listen.
However, for Coldplay fans
that favor the band’s earlier
work, such as “A Rush of Blood
to the Head,” the new sound
will take some getting used to.
The album is best for listening
to on a rainy summer night or
winding down after a long day,
but “Ghost Stories” is by far
the least impressive Coldplay
album yet.

Oh the places you will go: food and fun by the Journal staff
A. Museum of Fine
Arts

3J.

Auburn Si

The museum features
a wide variety of piec
es from impressionist
paintings to Egyptian
mummies and is only
a few T stops away on
the green line.
B. ImprovBoston

Both a theatre and a
comedy school, Improv
Boston's will leave you
in stitches.
C. Isabella Stewart
Gardner Museum

The museum itself its
a work of art with an
indoor garden in the
center that makes it
one of the most unique
museums in the city.
F. Boston Opera House

The opera house neighbors the Modern Theatre I. The Friendly Toast
Founded in 1936, the dorm and the Hub frequently sells discounted For amazing breakfast food any time of day. The
ICA has been providing tickets to various show, such as "The Book of Friendly Toast in Cambridge is not to be missed.
Bostonians with the Mormon."
J. Garlic ‘n Lemons
best of both contempo
Located on Harvard Avenue amongst thrift
rary exhibits and per G. La Famiglia Giorgio's
Huge dishes, sweet service, reasonable prices, stores and places to shop it's the best place to
formances.
and great wine once you are of age.
get hummus and falafel in the city.
D. ICA

E. Wilbur Theatre

Located in the theatre
district, the Wilbur
offers various acts of
music and comedy.

H. Sweet

With a variety of unique and seasonal flavors,
this shop serves up some of the best cupcakes
Tweet us your favorite spots @SuffolkJournal.
in town.
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STAFF EDITORIAL
Welcome to Suffolk Uni
versity, class of 2018 and
transfer students. You are
about to embark on four
very important years of your
life, so take in your sur
roundings, and get excited
about what this university
has to offer.
Unlike the strict and of
ten confining walls of high
school, here at Suffolk you
can choose your own classes,
live independently of your
parents, and find a group of
friends who make you feel
good to be yourself.
Suffolk is unique to oth
er colleges as it allows you
to experience the thrills of
Boston while on your way
to class. Because your uni
versity isn’t in a small gated
community, you will have
the chance to see so much of
the world around you while
you study.
Over the past few years,
Suffolk has been working
hard to grow as an institution
and meet the ever changing
fundamentals of higher edu
cation. President James Mc
Carthy works diligently to
make sure online classes are
available. Professors often
send you out into the city to
complete assignments. The
Career Development Center
will help you find the perfect
internship or co-op. The 20
Somerset building, opening
in fall 2015, will offer stateof-the-art classrooms and
even more opportunities in

STEM education.
Suffolk University will
help stimulate you. Make the
most of it - ask questions in
class, really dive in to your
reading, change your ma
jor if you have a change in
heart.
Take this time to chal
lenge yourself, from simple
things like trying a new food
to big decisions like getting
an off-campus apartment.
But don’t forget that
this is also time to discover
yourself. Take a break from
homework to have a relax
ing walk along the harbor.
Go see a movie or go shop
ping on Newbury Street.
Taking time to clear your
head is important, especially
when you are bogging your
self down with classes, clubs,
friends, and the general ne
cessities of life.
Most of all, don’t be afraid
to ask questions or seek help
when you need it. Ask pro
fessors for advice if you are
falling behind; see a tutor at
CLAS; go to the health and
wellness center if you are
feeling down; give your par
ents a call for an occasional
taste of home.
Everyone has been telling
you this is one of the most
important times in your life,
and it is. Dive right in to col
lege and immerse yourself
in the wonders of education,
independence, and finding
yourself.
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President McCarthy, where are you?
Melissa Hanson
Editor-in-Chief
As I enter my senior year
at Suffolk University, I am
wondering where you are.
President McCarthy. Half way
through my freshman year you
became Suffolk’s top leader,
but now a-days, I cannot seem
to find you around.
When I wanted to schedule
an interview last week, you
were out of town, although we
were able to reschedule.
At
recognition
night,
you gave a short, but warm
welcome speech. Then you
jetted off. My parents would
have liked to meet you during
the reception after the event.
Maybe we could even have
taken a picture together. But
you were not there.
During the pizza with the
president event this semester,
a few Journal writers found
lots of empty pizza boxes and
not enough time with the big
cheese. They were there for
you, President McCarthy, but
said you did not stick around
long enough.
President McCarthy, I want
to see you on campus more.
I want to walk down Temple
Street and see you smiling and

8
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Photo courtesy of Sufolk University

President McCarthy with therapy dogs who
visited campus earlier this year.

waving at students.
I want you to come to a
Suffolk Journal meeting. Chat
with our writers, pitch a story,
or just get to know the paper
more.
I want to know that you’ll
be at a random program
council event, perhaps a
Meal N' Reel. Maybe you can
show up to a tennis match
next season? What about our
award-winning mock trial and
forensics teams? It would be
cool if you traveled with them

for a competition.
We all saw your photos
when the therapy dogs were
here. And you were certainly at
the groundbreaking ceremony.
You make thrilling speeches
at commencement. Sometimes
we will spot you around 73
Tremont. But can you interact
with us a little more?
Students like to know their
university. Many of us are

See McCarthy page 12

Early orientations unhelpful for new students
Heather Rutherford
Asst. Opinion Editor

One
of the
hardest
transitions for young adults
is leaving the comfort of their
homes and high school routines
and entering the college
world. Everyone experiences
their freshman year of college
differently, whether it is whom
they decide to room with, what
classes they take, or what
activities they get involved in.
Colleges across the country
aim to alleviate the stress that
comes with this new territory
by planning orientations for
incoming students.
Orientation sessions give
students a taste for the college
life, while allowing each
student to make the best of
their time during their session.
However, the timing of the
orientation sessions can make
the fundamental difference
between whether or not a
student can make a successful
transition. It may be more
worthwhile having orientation
closer to the fall semester.
When recent high school
graduates imagine their

Photo courtesy of Suffolk University

A new student heads across campus via the
garden behind the State House during a previous
orientation.
See ORIENTATION page 12
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Domestic violence ignored in the NFL
Jeremy Hayes
Managing/Sports Editor

The
National
Football
League (NFL) has received
plenty of criticism over the
past decade over players being
arrested for different reasons,
but the one offense that
seems to happen too often is
domestic violence.
The most recent case
involves Baltimore Ravens
running back Ray Rice, who
knocked out his girlfriend
in an elevator. In the press
conference he held, with his
girlfriend-now-wife at his
side, he basically apologized
to everyone involved in his
football career, but never
apologized to his wife who was
sitting right next to him.
Rice’s lawyer claims that
his girlfriend threw punches
and initiated the fight while
intoxicated, but noted Rice
himself was not intoxicated
when he knocked her out
senseless.
Self-defense is one thing,
but knocking out a person
you love while completely of
conscious mind is another.
In a press conference as
well as from the mouth of
Rice’s lawyer, the idea of Rice
having a clean record is urging
people to understand he is a
good person.
Okay. Good people have
committed crimes in the past,
so why is Rice’s crime above
anyone else? People make
mistakes, but they still have
to own up to them. This is all
about Rice’s football career,
not the well being of his nowwife or the proper justice.
Through typical victimblaming, Rice and company
are trying to secure his job
that brings in more than a
handsome amount of money
(he will make $4 million this
season).
Domestic violence has the
highest crime-rate in the NFL
along with assault. That means
more than DUI charges or any
other individual public safety
offenses, according to Duke

Photo by Flickr user Keith Allison

Baltimore Ravens running back Ray Rice, the most recent NFL player in a domestic violence scandal.
Other players have been charged, but the NFL does not seem willing to take meaningful action on the issue.
Statistics.
Former players like Darren
Sharper
and
Keyshawn
Johnson both were arrested
in the past year on domestic
violence charges. Other active
and former players who
have been arrested for other
assault charges against women
are Leroy Hill, Greg Hardy,
Brandon Marshall, and Ahmad
Brooks.
The NFL is not handling the
cases in the right way; they
have the power to suspend

or ban players as a private
business. Similar to how NBA
commissioner Adam Silver
is attempting to ban Donald
Sterling, these players are
committing crimes and getting
a slap on the wrist by being
suspended for a game or two
with a fine.
Marshall allegedly punched
a woman, and even with the
substantial amount of evidence
and photographs, Marshall was
suspended for a single NFL
game. He recently signed his

contract extension on the talk
show “The View.”
The Miami Dolphins seem
to be the only team that
handled a domestic violence
case in the right way when
they cut former receiver Chad
Johnson in 2012 the day after
his arrest.
The NFL is not handling
domestic violence charges
well, and it is proof that the
punishment is not enough
since players are continuing to
show violent acts towards their

spouses. Commissioner Roger
Goodell needs to clean up the
image of the NFL by removing
athletes who are not only
criminals, but also promoting
the idea that domestic violence
is not a serious offense and
something that they can get
away with.
Like Rice’s press conference,
the one person who did not
receive an apology, was the
person most affected by the
situation - his wife.

McCarthy should spend more time engaging students
From McCarthy page 11
talkative, curious creatures
who want the chance to grow,
learn and connect with people.
We want mentors and role
models to help shape our
academic goals. You should be
a part of that.
So, come on President

McCarthy, randomly make an
appearance in One Beacon
or Archer. Grab a coffee in
the Sawyer building. Poke
your head into the Ridgeway
building’s media lab.
I cannot imagine how busy
you are and would think that

you probably don’t have a
lot of free time between the
duties of running a university.
But maybe getting to know
students better vrill help you
as the leader of our great
university, it can’t hurt to try,
right?

Maybe the reason we don’t
see you is because you’re in the
top corner office of 73 Tremont
trying to plan the 20 Somerset
building or find a way to
institute more online courses.
The hard work is appreciated,
but face-to-face interaction

would be appreciated as well.
Honestas et diligentia,
President McCarthy. Honesty
and diligence. It is my honest
opinion that you should
interact on campus more and
I hope you will be diligent in
doing so.
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#SummerAtSuffolk expensive, Inconvenient for far away students
SU Student Affairs
.
\p* 5.
The Student Affairs Office wants to know:Are YOU Staying?! #AreYouStaying
fSummerAtSiiffofk @Suffo!k„U ©SuffolkResUle plc.twltter.ccwi/CSffiVnObMvM

Sam Humphrey
Opinion Editor

A few months ago, ads for
Summer at Suffolk began ap
pearing everywhere I went.
Messages on Pandora, Facebook, and the MBTA told me
that I could save money and
enjoy the convenience of city
life while still easing next se
mester’s burden.
While the chance to stay
on campus may be enticing
for some students, many of us
go back home outside the city,
usually to summer jobs.
I wound up taking a sum
mer math class not because I
wanted to, but because I had
dropped it on my first attempt
in the spring semester. That
professor was a rude, rambling
man who gave me more head
aches than any other teacher I
have had in school. So I started
this summer course keen to fo
cus, work hard, and put it be
hind me in seven weeks.
But Summer at Suffolk is
far from ideal for me, too. I
work in Waltham from 6 a.m.
until 2 p.m., then drive to Har
vard to get the Red Line for my
5 p.m. math class. Class days
are very tiring, which makes
focusing, and later, remember
ing the material, difficult.
On top of this, Suffolk’s
summer courses are very ex
pensive compared to offerings
at local community colleges.
My four credit course cost me
$2,600, or $625 per credit.
Taking a course at Middlesex
Community College, which
would be the most convenient
place for me to go, costs $176
per credit, or $704 for the
whole course. Even with an
estimated $100 in additional
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While staying on campus is a nice option for some students, it does not make
sense for everyone.

fees, I would still pay less than
a third of what I am paying
Suffolk this summer.
Before I registered for this
summer class, I asked a clerk at
the registrar’s office if I could

take the course at a communi
ty college closer to home. The
answer I got was not a definite
“no,” but it was a vague an
swer that suggested it would
be a big hassle to try, and that

the chance that I would be
able to was very slim. Some
online research on the Suffolk
website yielded no informa
tion on whether I could take
a course at a different college.

or whether the credits would
transfer, or even who I should
ask for help in navigating such
a process.
I understand why Suffolk
would want to keep students
from taking courses at other
colleges: they provide courses
and services access to the li
brary and tutoring during the
summer, hoping that students
will take advantage of them
Keeping the buildings active
and staff paid costs a lot of
money, and offering these ser
vices can be a financial gamble
if many students will not be
enrolled in courses or on cam
pus.
So Suffolk’s goal of keep
ing tuition money flowing in
is reasonable and necessary to
keep Summer at Suffolk finan
cially feasible. But for students
who need cheaper and more
convenient options, Suffolk
should allow them to take at
least some courses at other in
stitutions.
To help students like me,
I would like Suffolk to clearly
explain how many credits I can
take at a different school, and
how I can make sure the cred
its I earn will transfer to Suf
folk, if at all. This information
does not need the same adver
tisement that the Summer at
Suffolk program receives, but
it should be available to stu
dents who ask the offices of
the registrar or bursar, or their
academic advisor, and should
be easy to find online.
Though Suffolk has good
reasons to want to keep stu
dents from spending their
money elsewhere, the univer
sity must also accommodate
far away students who need to
take cheaper classes closer to
home. I hope administrators
agree and work out a system
to let us do just that.

Hard to stay in touch with friends from early orientation
From ORIENTATION page II
orientation, they do not
exactly know what to expect.
Graduating from high school
this year, Reagan McGee of
North Smithfield, R.I., has
mixed emotions about the
timing of her orientation.
“I’m nervous but mostly
excited to experience new
things in college that are
different from high school,”
she said. She expects to meet
many new people at her
orientation for Massachusetts
School of Pharmacy and Health
Sciences on June 22.
Although it might make
sense that orientation would
start shortly after a student’s
high school graduation, some
who have attended these early
orientations disagree.
Sophomore Kaitlin Mariotti

"One thing I would change is to have more interaction between
roommates and peers rather than just through tedious games."
-Brittney Cote, Curry College
of Rhode Island Gollege says
that her orientation was days
after she received her high
school diploma.
“It
was
extremely
overwhelming to go right from
a high school atmosphere
to college,” Mariotti said. “A
break in between would have
been more beneficial for me.”
The only logical reasons for
a school to plan orientations
right after graduation may be
to get their students ready
for what is to come ahead
of time, and to let students

make friends way before the
year even begins. Incoming
students have virtually no
idea what the actual college
experience will be like for
them, and schools like to give
them possibilities.
Schools like Rhode Island
College and Suffolk University
hold their orientation sessions
throughout the month of June.
The earliest session at Suffolk
this year is on June 5, which
is possibly before seniors even
graduate high school. These
sessions last two days, with

one overnight stay in the
dorms. Events are scheduled
throughout the two days,
including games to get to know
peers within groups, tuition
and financial aid sessions, and
various campus tours. There
are also events for parents
simultaneously.
After completing her first
year of college, sophomore
Brittney Cote from Curry
College is convinced that her
freshman year may have been
different if her orientation
was held towards the end of

the summer rather than the
beginning. Looking back, Cote
said, “One thing I would change
is to have more interaction
between
roommates
and
peers rather than just through
tedious games.”
What often happens with
early orientations is that
if friends are made, these
friendships are not even
kept when school officially
begins. Mariotti said she made
friends while being put into
groups during orientation,
and explained, “Icebreaker
activities forced us to become
friendly, but I have never
seen or talked to those people
again.” Because of this, the
reason for having orientation
early on in order to meet
people is virtuously inefficient.
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Boston Celtics: The NBA Draft
The Boston Celtics, once again, had no luck in the NBA draft
lottery and will be selecting sixth overall. This year's draft
class has plenty of potential talent and quality starters, but
the big question is: what should the Celtics do with the pick?
General Manager Danny Ainge has been more than vocal
about shopping the pick in order to get a star player, but
he admitted if they do use the pick, they will select the best
player available on the board. Everyone is getting caught up
with the possibility of trading for Kevin Love, but there is
more risk than reward there. Love has never carried his team
to the playoffs and landing him would require a “star player
caliber” trade, so the Celtics would give up a future star, Jeff
Green, Brandon Bass, and potentially more future picks for
one player. The whole point of gathering picks was to use
them to build a team and eventually attract a star player.
All the Rajon Rondo question marks makes this trade not
worth it. If they do use the pick, all three top prospect power
forwards will most likely be available at the sixth selection.
Forwards Noah Vonleh, Julius Randle, and Aaron Gordon,
would all be great choices, but the Celtics seem set at power
forward with Brandon Bass and potentially re-signing Kris
Humphries to a cheaper contract. The option that would
seems plausible would be small forward and college basket
ball player of the year Doug McDermott. He would fit Brad
Stevens system and has a chance to be a steal at No. 6.
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Winter Season Spring Season

Men's Soccer
(Marco D'Andrea)

Men's Basketball
(Adam Nelson)

Men's Baseball
(Cary McConnell)

Women's Soccer
(Ernst Cleophat)

Women's Basketball
(Ed Leyden)

Women's Softball
(Jaclyn Davis)

Women's Volleyball
(Kristine Mickelson)

Men's Hockey
(Chris Glionna)

Men's Tennis
(Steve Counhan)

Women's Tennis
(Steve Counhan)
Men's Cross Country
(Karen McKetchnie)
Women's Cross Country
(Karen McKetchnie)
Men's Golf
(Ed McMellan)

New England Patrbts: Defense wins
championships
Tedy Bruschi, Willie McGinest, Ty Law, Lawyer Milloy, and
Mike Vrabel are just a few of the defensive players who
helped the Patriots win championships. Bill Belichick helped
build that team and he has done the same with the Patriots
defense in 2014. The Patriots have not won a Super Bowl in
a decade, but they have been successful keeping their team
young. The Patriots lost two key components in their de
fense last season, Jerod Mayo and Vince Wilfork, but they
still managed to win games. Do not believe in the m}d:h the
Patriots defense is bad or has been for the past decade. For
example, last year on average the Pats gave up 21.1 points
per game. That is tenth best in the league, and people over
look that because they have a “bend but don’t break” defense
that gives up a lot of yards. Yards given up don’t matter as
much as points, and Belichick understands that. Of course,
improvements can always be made, which is why the Patri
ots reloaded on defense with star corner back Darrelle Revis
and other key additions like Pat Chung, Brandon Browner,
and Will Smith. The Patriots may have struggled on offense
last year, but it has been a constant that they struggle in the
playoffs. In fact, in the past seven playoff losses, the Patriots
offense highest score was 21, the offense scored below three
touchdowns the other six games. It will be interesting to see
if there will finally be a balance between the offense and the
defense, a balance that has been a decade in the waiting.
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Councillor Zakim files legislatton to protect college athletes
Sam Humphrey
Opinion Editor
Two new ordinances will
protect athletes from Bostonarea colleges who are injured
during practices or games if
Boston City Councilor Josh Za
kim has his way.
The two proposals - a bill
of rights for college athletes
and a protocol for dealing with
head injuries during games were introduced to city coun
cil on May 21. The college
athlete bill of rights requires
any school with athletic facili
ties in Boston to provide their
athletes with comprehensive
health insurance and cover
deductibles or out of pocket
costs related to injuries an
athlete sustains in practices or
games.
The bill of rights also aims
to keep athletes in school if
their scholarship gets can
celled. Unless the scholarship
is canceled because of a disci
plinary action against the stu
dent, schools must replace it
with a grant of equal amount.
The head injury proposal,
which mandates that all col
lege athletic venues in Boston
have a protocol for treating
head injuries sustained during
an NCAA game.
“There are no head injury
protections at the federal level
for college athletes, but most

Photo courtesy of Zokim's Facebook

“We’re always looking for
opportunities to have an impact
for the better on human and civil
rights."
- Daniel Sibor,
Zakim's chief of staff
professional leagues like the
The NCAA has come under
NFL, and the NHL have their criticism before for failing to
own,” said Daniel Sibor, Za- protect or compensate college
kirn’s chief of staff.
athletes. In March, a lawsuit

filed on behalf of four college
athlete plaintiffs claimed the
NCAA was an “unlawful car
tel.” The suit claims that by
limiting college athletes’ com
pensation, the NCAA restricts
the earning power of the effort
they put into the sports they
play.
In his 1997 book, Walter
Byers, the first NCAA president,
said that the “NCAA Presidents
Commission is ... committed
to the neo-plantation belief
that the enormous proceeds
from college games belong to
overseers (administrators) and
supervisors (coaches).” Byers
published his book 10 years af
ter the end of his tenure.
Some NCAA critics, like
Michigan State law professors
Robert and Amy McCormick,
claim that the NCAA created
the phrase “student-athletes”
to avoid treating them like
employees and providing them
compensation beyond their
athletic scholarships. Sibor
said that Zakim’s office also
recognized that “the term stu
dent-athlete is a creation of
the NCAA,” adding that they
use the term college athletes.
Though Zakim’s proposals
are relatively comprehensive
reform proposals, they would
join only a small handful of
similar laws around the coun
try. Such existing laws vary in
terms of who they protect and
which protections they offer.
Sibor said that California had

“limited” legislation to protect
college athletes, while Con
necticut might have something
in the works.
Under Zakim’s bill, schools
must have a Neurotrauma
Consultant on-call to help the
school’s medical staff. The con
sultant must be on-site during
football, ice hockey, and men’s
lacrosse games, as these sports
have the most head injuries.
Any player suspected of a con
cussion would be barred from
games and practices until they
received medical approval to
return to play.
“The (head-injury protocol)
rule applies to both schools
playing in Boston,” Sibor said,
meaning that injured athletes
from other schools will be af
forded the same care during
their game in the city.
Zakim previously repre
sented victims of predatory
lending for Greater Boston Le
gal Services. He now chairs the
Boston City Council Commit
tee on Human and Civil Rights.
“We’re always looking for
opportunities to have an im
pact for the better on human
and civil rights,” Sibor said of
Zakim’s office. The issue of
protecting college athletes “is
important to [Zakim] because
it has been in the news a lot,
and because of the thousands
of athletes at Boston-area uni
versities. We think we have a
chance to make a real impact
with these two ordinances.”

Boston Bruins look to reload this summer
the Claude Julien era.

Jeremy Hayes
Both players are 36 years
Managing/Sports Editor old, so the possibility of both
It was a tough loss for the
Boston Bruins, losing to their
rival Montreal Canadians in a
seven-game series. Like in all
sports though, you have to
look ahead to next year.
A season that ended in
disappointment is over, so
the scheming begins to retool
what is already a championship
caliber team. The huge
question in Boston will be:
who is coming back?
The big name unrestricted
free agents are right wings
Jarome Iginla and Shawn
Thornton. Iginla is coming
off a great first season in a
Bruins uniform, but the oneyear contract deal did not
leave the Bruins thinking he is
a sure-fire comeback. He had
an impressive 61 points, with
a balanced 30 goals and 31
assists, making him a strong
presence on the ice with a plus
34.
Thornton on the other
hand, has been a Bruins
favorite since the beginning of

players exiting the organization
seem highly likely, especially if
they have their eyes set on any
free agents.
Since both Chris Kelly and
Milan Lucic have underwent
surgery. Bruins nation is
worried about the possible
departure of Iginla. The beauty
about the Bruins roster is how
much depth they have, and
with both defenseman Dennis
Seidenberg and Adam McQuaid
returning after season ending
injuries, they can target better
forwards instead of focusing
too much on defense.
If the Bruins want to take
a risk if they cannot re-sign
Iginla, they should go after
Marian Gaborik for the Los
Angeles Kings. He missed a
lot of time due to injuries in
the past few years, but if they
can land him at the right price,
he could be a good fill-in for
Iginla.
There is of course the
chance that the Bruins will
pursue the thorn in their side,
P.K. Subban. With the racist
tweets, a situation that got
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Claude Julien
blown out of proportion, it would be looking strong for
is hard to imagine Subban in the next decade.
a Bruins jersey. If he did don
As far as the whole Tyler
black and gold, the Bruins Seguin trade being a “mistake,”

it has been said before and it
will be said again and again, he
did not fit the style of play that
the Bruins run. He is a talented
scorer, but he could not handle
playing both ways on the ice,
offense and defense, as well as
not being able to keep up with
the physical play throughout
games. It would be like Sidney
Crosby being on the team, fans
thinking he would be skating
around like a superstar for the
Bruins.
Not the case.
He would not be able to
handle a slower paced game,
doing more things than just
taking shots on goal. Which is
why the Bruins roster looks the
way it does, larger bodies that
can play both ways and have
a strong physical presence on
the ice.
So enough of the past,
Seguin is gone, and now the
Bruins still have a contending
team that has a chance to only
get better. The one thing the
Bruins should be happy about
this off-season is that there
is only one player from the
first line who is unrestricted,
everyone else is ready to go
for the 2014-2015 season.
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Ram profile: Suffolk baseball's Matthew Brenner
championship series Brenner

Melissa Hanson went four for five with two
Editor-in-Chief doubles, he said. His next two
At the ECAC championship
on May 11, freshman and
catcher Matthew Brenner
was pleased the Suffolk Rams
had stepped up their game
after another loss to rival St.
Joseph’s College in Maine.
Brenner said the defeat to
St. Joseph’s was “definitely
tough for the older guys
because they had lost to them
for the last four years.”
But despite the crushing
GNAC loss, Brenner said
“everyone just came together
... we went out there and
played three games and won
the ECAC championship.”
Victory brought excitement,
an emotion that only grew
when awards were announced
and his name was called.
Brenner was voted the
most outstanding player of the
series.
“I had no idea that they
picked
most
outstanding
player,” he said. “After we won
the championship they called
me up and I was in shock.”
During the first game of the

games were not as impressive,
but still brought a proficient
performance.
The global business and
marketing major went into his
first season of college ball not
expecting to spend so much
time on the diamond.
“Coming in as a freshman,
I wasn’t expecting to play that
much,” said Brenner. “I got my
first at bat in Florida and I got
a hit.”
After a meager spring
training
performance
in
Florida, Brenner said he was
unsure of how the team’s
performance would continue.
But, to Brenner and the
rest of the Ram’s satisfaction,
success was only a few at bats
away.
“We stepped it up and
started winning a lot of games
... which was good because
I didn’t really know what to
expect from the team.”
For the off-season, Brenner
said he plans to spend a
majority of his time in the
gym.
“I’m going to be trying to
get as strong as possible,” said

Photo courtesy of Suffolk Athletics

The baseball Rams finished the 2014 season with a 26-14-1 record.
Brenner, who specifically plans
to spend time in the batting
cages and training to run
faster. “At this point I need to
get bigger, faster, stronger,”
he said.
Brenner said he will also be
playing in a summer league to

keep his game up to par.
Come fall, the team will
scrimmage each other and
then spend the winter in the
gym preparing for the season.
But this team, who has a very
close personal relationship
according to Brenner, will be

missing a lineup of graduating
seniors.
“It’s definitely going to be
an adjustment,” said Brenner.
“We’re losing nine or 10
players ... the freshman class
coming in is really going to
have to step up.”

The grand success of the men's tennis team
Jeremy Hayes
Managing/Sports Editor
Tennis may not be America’s
most thrilling sport, but for
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North Eastern Conference
(GNAC) Championships, but
have fallen short to Rampapo
both years. The defeats were
tough for the Rams, but
winning the GNAC North to
make the championship was
still important.
One player who has been
a consistent starter for the
Rams in the past four years Scenes of Stroganov during the 2014 tennis season, in which the Roms finished 9-3.
is Denmark native and former
sports editor for The Suffolk
junior year or my senior year
Journal, Vassili Stroganov.
which is kind of ironic, because
“I enjoyed all my four years
that is the two years in my
in the team very much and
college career that we did not
it’s tough to choose a favorite
win
a GNAC championship.”
season,” said Stroganov.
In
the 2011-2012 season,
“I loved both my freshman
it
was
the last year before the
year season and my sophomore
GNAC
split into a north and
year season because we won
south
divisions once teams
the GNAC title both years and
were
added,
and one of those
that was a fantastic feeling
teams
were
Rampapo.
even though I didn’t play in
The Rams won the GNAC
both of those finals. I wouldn’t
championship
in 2009, 2010,
be completely honest if I didn’t
2011
and
2012.
The four-time
say that to some extent on a
champions
have
always been a
personal level, my favorite
dominant
force
in
Division III
Photos courtesy of Suffolk Athletics
season would either be my
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tennis.
Even in 2008, before
Stroganov was on the team,
they made the finals and barely
lost to Johnson & Wales 5-4.
Even Stroganov’s freshman
year, he was an important part
for the Rams winning two of
the championships.
“It felt great to make the
GNAC
championship
four
times, and it's a great honor
to be the only Suffolk team
in history to ever to make six
consecutive GNAC finals,” said
Stroganov. “The two last finals
against Ramapo I would rather
forget though because they
were both heart breaking.”
Any incoming freshman
at Suffolk should know that
although tennis may not be the
most engaging sport to watch,
the team has worked hard for
years to consistently play well.
Students like Stroganov
have been lucky enough to be
a part of school history.
“Joining the tennis team
is one of the best decisions
I have made in college,” said
Stroganov. “Not only have
I been able to improve my
tennis skills and play the sport
that I love, but also I have met
so many incredible people who
are now my friends and for
that I am very grateful. Suffolk
tennis made me feel like I was
at home.”

